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“Preserving the Past while Building the Future.”

Celebrating 134 Years of Service
A note from the Siewers Family…
Siewers Lumber and Millwork celebrated its 134th Anniversary last week! We would
like to thank all of those that joined us for lunch and our vendors’ presentations! We
would also like to thank our lead vendor: Azek Building Products as well as Rocco
Building Supplies and Fasten Master! We always feel so blessed to have such great
customers and wonderful vendors, who truly support us and our customers! Thank you
all!
We have a very exciting Newsletter for you this month! The lead story is about
Facebook and how to successfully use it for your business. It is a fantastic tool, but like
the tools in our toolboxes, if it is not used correctly it can hurt you! In addition to the
Facebook article be sure to read up on Silica Safety Enforcements and Budget Talks to
have with your customers!
We hope you enjoy this month’s newsletter! We are always looking for feedback on the
newsletter or any part of our business! We truly rely on each of you to help us grow and
be stronger so we can better support you! Enjoy some of these spring days…..the heat is
coming and summer will be here before we know it! Remind your teams to stay hydrated
as the Richmond heat arrives! Thanks again for your continued business and patronage!

-The Siewers Family
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Contractor News
20 Ways to Avoid Screwing Up Your Facebook Presence By Annie Pilon
Facebook can be an incredible tool for small business promotion. In fact, there are some
businesses that have even built their entire marketing strategy around Facebook.
The site offers so many different opportunities for both paid and free promotions that it
can be difficult to know which tools will be the most effective. So we talked to some
social media experts about the best ways to use your Facebook presence for small
business marketing. Below are 20 of their best tips.
The first thing you should do once you’ve decided to use Facebook for your marketing
efforts is to set up a page, says Larry Kim, founder and chief technology officer
at WordStream. Your page’s content will grow over time, but you’ll need to include at
least a few basic details right away. Include your business’s name, a profile and cover
photo, your location or contact information, and a website or any other relevant links.
If you leave out any of these basic details, your page will look bare. And potential fans
will be less likely to see you as a legitimate page that will offer any kind of value for
them.
Think About Who to Invite and Not Invite
Once you have at least the basics filled in, it’s time to build a following. If you have an
existing list of customers or leads, you can invite them to like your page via either email
or phone. Kim told Small Business Trends in a phone interview that this should be the
first step in building a Facebook following.
In addition, if you already have a personal Facebook, you can invite your existing friends
to like your page. However, Kim cautioned against inviting fans that aren’t part of your
target audience.
Figure Out Your Sharing Sweet Spot
Once you have a page and a few fans, you’ll need to post some content. But you can’t
just post a link or two and then forget about it. Kim suggests posting to Facebook as often
as you can in order to increase the likelihood that your loyal fans will see your content.
The actual amount of posts may vary depending on the type of business. For example, a
small bakery might not have as much to post as an active tech blog. But whenever you
feel that you have valuable content to offer or share, you should do it.
Don’t Rely on Facebook Analytics
To get a better idea of both the types of posts you should share and how often you should
share them, keep an eye on your analytics. Facebook offers some basic insights for each
page, but Kim said businesses should also consider using Google Analytics.
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When you look at the analytics, pay close attention to which posts get the most clicks,
views, and engagement. And also pay attention to any trends that may occur over time.
For example, if you used to post two times per day and received a lot of engagement,
then increased to five posts per day and engagement decreased, you could be posting too
much.
Beat the Facebook Algorithm by Getting Liked
As mentioned above, your goal with Facebook posts should be to receive engagement
from fans, said Kim. This includes likes, comments, and clicks. Thanks to Facebook’s
algorithm, a very small amount of your fans will see each of your posts. But the more
engagement you receive from fans, the more people will see your posts in the future.
Promote Your Business — But Only a Little
In order to increase engagement for your posts, you shouldn’t just post links to your
website all the time. In fact, most experts recommend that less than half of your content
be directly related to your products or services. Kim recommends that about a third of
your content be related to your offerings, while the rest should be either
helpful resources related to your industry or funny, entertaining posts. Those types of
posts will get your engagement levels up, which will allow your future posts to be seen
by more customers.
Share Something Entertaining — Like a Super Bowl Video
So aside from those posts about your business, you need to add some content that’s
valuable to your target audience. Kim suggests posting some resources related to your
business or industry, along with some fun, entertaining posts. You don’t need to think too
hard about these entertaining posts. Just include something you think your fans might
enjoy.
Penney Fox of Fox Interactive Consultants explained in an email to Small Business
Trends:
“Entertainment could be anything from inspirational quotes to funny Superbowl videos.
It’s something to give your customers a little smile and connect them to you on a personal
level.”
Use This Trick to Guarantee Comments
Another strategy you can use to drive engagement is to ask open-ended questions in your
posts, said Rachel Strella of Strella Social Media. When you ask questions, it encourages
people to leave comments. You can ask for opinions about your latest offerings or just
general questions about the fun content you’re sharing.
Remember, More People Will Comment on a Photo
Images can also drive engagement. As people scroll through their feeds, they don’t
necessarily stop to read every post. So if you add an attention-grabbing image, people are
more likely to stop and read what goes along with it. And then they’ll be more likely to
interact with the post. Fox explained:
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“First we see the image. If that catches our attention, we’ll read the headline.
Then if we’ve made it past the image and the headline, we’ll click on the post to
read more.”
Give People a Behind-the-Scenes Look at Your Team
People use social media to connect with their friends. Sure, they might follow some of
their favorite businesses. But they still want to feel like they’re interacting with real
people. So you need to add some personality to your posts. To do this, add some photos
and posts that give your fans a behind-the-scenes look at your business.
Strella said in an email interview with Small Business Trends:
“Go behind-the-scenes especially with the people who interact with your customers and
clients the most. Let them know what you’re doing behind the coffee counter, the project
you’re working to complete for a client, or how you start your work day.”
Include Exclusive Content You Don’t Post Anywhere Else
To get more of your customers to like your page, don’t make the mistake of just sharing
content from your website or blog. Post things on your Facebook page that people can’t
find anywhere else. Even consider sharing coupon codes or special offers just for your
fans. If people feel like being a part of your page is really valuable, they’re more likely to
connect with you. Fox said:
“Using Facebook to develop a ‘we’re sharing this with only our fans’ can create a special
bond with potential customers.”
Pin Your Most Important Posts to the Top of Your Page
Since you post so many different types of updates to your page, your most important
updates can sometimes get lost in the shuffle. But you can choose what you want people
to see when they first visit your page. Facebook offers an option for page owners to “pin”
one post to the top of their page. Strella suggested using this feature, saying:
“If you’re building new likes to the page, call attention to what you want them to see
first. One tactic is to ‘pin’ a post to the top of your page, which will remain there for one
week.”
Pay Extra to Reach Your Target Audience
Facebook’s easiest paid marketing option is the “Boost Post.” However, this option
isn’t always worth it, according to Kim. The feature can simply amplify the post’s reach
to your existing fans and their friends. But those friends aren’t necessarily part of your
target audience.
However, Facebook does offer you the option of specifying the audience you want to
reach more precisely.
Know Exactly When to Invest in Promoted Posts
For example, you can pay for “Promoted Posts” using Facebook’s ad manager, said Kim.
Promoted posts give a page owner more control over targeting and pricing.
Fox explains:
“This option allows you to target who will see your post. You’ll be able to narrow your
selections to include where they live, their age, their gender and up to 10 different
interests.”
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Believe It Or Not, Pay to Boost the Posts That Are Already Popular
When choosing which posts you’d like to promote, you should choose content you
already know is successful. Don’t pay to promote a post that is under performing or isn’t
getting the exposure you would like. Though this might at first seem like the best of
action you may just be throwing your money away. Instead, Kim said:
“The posts that receive the most organic engagement are also the most likely to receive
the most engagement when you promote them.”
Pay close attention to your analytics to find the posts with the most engagement. Then
promote those posts or create a new post that is similar.
Use Sponsored Posts to Get Your Audience to do Something
One way to increase engagement in promoted posts is to include a call to action, said
Fox. This can be a special offer or a very specific reason for visitors or customers to click
your link. It should both drive more engagement to your page, and get you more value for
your advertising investment.
Use Promoted Page Ads to Get More Likes
Facebook also offers the opportunity for people to promote their page as a whole, instead
of a single post. If you’re looking for more likes, instead of more engagement or clicks on
a particular post, you might consider using this option under the ad manager, Strella said.
Don’t Forget About Facebook’s Custom Audiences Tool
No matter what type of ad you select, it’s important to carefully target to your specific
audience for that message. The tool Facebook offers to help with this is called Custom
Audiences. And it lets you choose the characteristics of your target market, or even
promote your content to specific customers.
Marcus Torrey, a rep speaking on behalf of Facebook, said in an email to Small Business
Trends:
“Having a fine-targeted audience allows marketers to create content that caters to that
specific group, which increases the chance those people will engage or otherwise react to
ads served to them.”
Remember To Drive Traffic From Your Website to Your Facebook Page Too
Some people might argue you should only use Facebook to drive traffic to your website,
not the other way around. The problem is this strategy doesn’t help you get more
engagement on your Facebook page.
Traffic driven from your site to your Facebook page means more potential engagement
on Facebook. This will make your Facebook page more visible and ultimately probably
generate more traffic for your site and brand. You should always drive traffic to your
Facebook page by including a link to it on your website or any other online accounts you
might have, Strella said. You can even embed some specific posts onto your website to
show off the valuable content you share on your page.
Ultimately, Know When It’s Time to Move On
At first, you might be tempted to use Facebook as your main or only promotional outlet.
But as you have more time or money or both, it can be even more effective as part of a
larger marketing strategy, said Strella.
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If possible, set up other social media accounts and cross-promote them across each
platform. You can also purchase other types of online ads and focus on things like search
marketing so that your business has a greater well rounded marketing strategy.
Despite its problems, Facebook remains a very powerful marketing tool. But
understanding how best to use this tool is the key. We hope this list will help you avoid
some of the more serious mistakes that can thwart your efforts.

The Tough Talk/Demystifying the Budget Conversation By Madeleine MacRae
Timing is Everything: If you wait until you are in the home to begin the budget
conversation, you have missed a huge opportunity. Consumers crave information. They
want to know what to expect from the product and how much they might have to spend.
You can facilitate this with an easy-reference tool you can send with every appointment
reminder email.
A simple budget worksheet that walks your prospect through your top five or 10 project
considerations and introduces your top three budget guidelines is gold. You can dress it
up or down, but, with those bare-bones, it does three important things:
1. Reduces fear of the budget and replaces it with the seedlings of knowledge and
confidence which you can grow and nurture right into a sale.
2. Positions you as a the “helpful” resource who wants your consumer to have all
of the facts before making an important investment with you.
3. Minimizes sticker shock and helps to have them mentally prepared for the
investment conversation during the appointment.
The more you provide homeowners with the answers and solutions they need, the more
natural their choice to give you the project. You become the trusted advisor, the expert,
the closer.

Silica Safety Enforcement Ramps Up at Construction Sites By Bruce Rolfsen
Six months into federal safety regulators enforcing a rule that protects construction
workers from breathable silica, compliance is a work in progress, building industry safety
professionals said.
Examples of how to reduce silica dust, which can cause a potentially fatal lung disease,
are a starting point. But the construction industry continues to look at practical ways to
meet the standards and educate workers and supervisors about the requirements.
When silica dust is inhaled, it can scar lung tissues, sometimes leading to the lung disease
silicosis, making breathing difficult. In some cases, it can cause death. The rule, issued in
March 2016, lowered the allowable exposure level to silica by 80 percent.
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“There is still a long way to go to total compliance,” Steve Smithgall, senior vice
president for national safety and operations at commercial contractor Balfour Beatty Plc
in Fairfax, Va., told Bloomberg Environment.
The Occupational Safety and Health Administration‘s enforcement of the rule (29 C.F.R.
1926.1153) is gradually gaining momentum since compliance requirements took effect
Sept. 23. The agency and states using the federal rule cited 116 alleged silica violations at
companies around the U.S. as of April 17, a Bloomberg Environment analysis of agency
records show.
The number of violations in the initial six months is likely to increase since OSHA can
take up to six months after an inspection to issue citations.
Increasing Awareness
Spreading compliance information—especially to small subcontractors—is a priority,
Jason Harris, a construction manager for TRI Pointe Homes, a homebuilding company in
Denver, told Bloomberg Environment.
“We’re just trying to get people aware,” said Harris, a member of the Job Site Safety
Committee for the Home Builders Association of Metro Denver.
General contractors have to make sure their subcontractors comply with the rule because
general contractors at sites where OSHA finds silica problems could face citations if the
agency believes they were responsible for silica protections, according to Dan Johnson,
managing partner of the safety consulting firm SFI Compliance Inc. in Denver.
OSHA citations have been limited so far.
Agency data that Bloomberg Environment reviewed show that when silica hazards are
cited on job sites, they are usually grouped with other safety rule violations, such as fall
protection, and part of inspections looking at all aspects of a work site‘s safety and health
protections.
OSHA declined an interview request from Bloomberg Environment focusing on the rule.
Setting the Table
The rule requires employers to monitor silica dust levels at work sites and then take
action when limits are exceeded. Frequent monitoring isn’t required if contractors and
workers follow procedures, called “Table 1,” which is outlined in the rule.
Table 1 includes 18 construction methods. Many involve vacuuming dust into bags or
spraying water to prevent silica dust from blowing away.
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A common misunderstanding of Table 1 among small contractors is that using respirators
is the first option. Respirators are acceptable protection, but OSHA expects contractors to
first change construction methods or tools to reduce the amount of silica that becomes
airborne, Johnson said.
As for additions to Table 1, contractors would appreciate more guidance on jobs with
minor exposure to silica, Johnson said.
The agency has published guidance, including a website and 101-page booklet intended
for small contractors.
The National Association of Home Builders in Washington has submitted compliance
questions to OSHA to help the agency write more guidance, its safety director, Robert
Matuga, told Bloomberg Environment.
“OSHA is looking at this and I hope we’ll have something fairly soon,” Matuga said.
But depending solely on Table 1 can lead to problems, Balfour Beatty’s Smithgall said.
For example, workers smoothing concrete and following Table 1 by using a vacuumequipped grinder could find that the dust isn’t contained when they move from flat
surfaces to round columns, he said.
And there are common issues that Table 1 doesn’t address, such as cleaning up the
muddy slurry left when water has been used to stop silica dust from becoming airborne,
Smithgall said.
Balfour Beatty has done some air monitoring to measure silica levels when grinding or
cutting isn’t going on such as during cleanup work, he said. The goal is determining
whether silica levels trigger the rule protection requirements.
Violations by the Numbers
Of the 116 silica violations cited, the most frequently mentioned provision, with 35 cases
found by inspectors, was employers failing to measure silica exposure levels (29 C.F.R.
1926.1153(d)(2)(i)).
Almost as frequently cited, with 31 violations, is incorrectly following Table 1’s
procedures (29 C.F.R. 1926.1153 (c)(1)), intended to reduce silica exposure.
OSHA is steadily increasing its enforcement of the rule as contractors were allowed to
come into compliance and agency guidance on conducting inspections was solidified,
records show.
Although the rule took effect in September, federal inspectors were initially instructed
not to cite employers if the contractors were attempting to comply with the rule. Full
enforcement began Oct. 23.
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OSHA issued its first citation Nov. 8 and through the end of the year cited just 20
violations. In February, 50 violations were cited, followed by 19 in March.
Eighty percent of the cases were classified as serious violations. The rest were for otherthan-serious violations as they were not an immediate threat to workers. While OSHA
can propose serious violation fines as high as $12,934, the most costly proposed penalty
was $9,239. An informal settlement knocked the fine down to $6,929.
A similar rule for general industry, including manufacturers, takes effect June 23 (29
C.F.R. 1910.1053).

Kudos to Siewers Cabinet Department
“Several years ago Siewers Lumber began supplying kitchen cabinets to builders and
homeowners. Kellene Gordon was hired to the CAD design work based on her many
years of design experience. From the beginning Siewers carried multiple cabinet lines
which enabled us to pick from “Builder Grade” to Custom with many options for cost,
quality and value. We were no longer tied to the Big Box stores or high priced custom
manufacturers with long, long production times. Working with a family owned
business has been a pleasure. My customers have benefited from being able to come in
to the showroom at Siewers and deal directly with Kellene and the Siewers family. My
brother and I have been installing kitchens for nearly 50 years. If you are shopping
for a new kitchen, Siewers should be on your short list.”
Thomas “Leroi” Lissenden
Lissenden Brothers, LLC
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Feel Lucky!

Be sure and bring your business card next time
you visit Siewers. Just drop it into the glass fish
bowl on the counter to enter a monthly drawing.
Good Luck!!!
Congratulations to Bryan Henley our
May Winner!

Sale Items This Month

*
*
*
*

Interior Doors $50
Exterior Doors $100
Free Pallets (Firewood, Tables, Partitions, Fence, etc) Up to 18’ long
Discounted bundles of culled lumber (gardens, farms, temporary projects, etc.)

Wolf Designer Vanity Cabinet - White
Original Retail - $980.00 – For Sale - $350.00
2 – 24” Sink Bases with 12” Drawer Base.
Maple with White finish. Door Style Towne.
Including Filler and Toekick.
1 Sink base has finished Sides.
No top included.
Picture to show style only, not finish
See Kellene with any questions on this item!
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Economy Snap Shot……….

Unemployment
Rate – Entire U.S.
3.9%
4.1%
4.4%

April 2018
Prior Month –Mar. 2018
Prior Year – April 2017

Gallon ($)
Of Gas
$2.80
$2.65
$2.39

April 30 , 2018
Prior Month – Mar. 2018
Prior Year – April 2017

Consumer
Confidence
(Indexed to value
of 100 in 1985)
128.7
127.7
119.4

Total Housing
Starts/Seasonally
Adjusted Annual
Rate
1,287,000
1,336,000
1,165,000

Existing Home
Sales
N/A
5,600,000
5,560.000

National Avg.
Mortgage Rate
4.47
4.44
4.05

Market Summary
May 16, 2018

1/01/18

4/30/17

24,712

24,719

20,940

NASDAQ

7,351

6,903

6,047

S&P 500

2,711

2,673

2,384

DOW

Long & Foster Market Minute / April 2018
New Listings

2,828

Median Sales Price

$242,335

Current Contracts 2,346

Days on Market

36

Sold vs. List

Months of Supply

2.3

99.7%
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Company Mission
To serve the needs of contractors and remodelers.

“Preserving the Past while Building the Future.”
Siewers Lumber & Millwork
1901 Ellen Road
Richmond, VA 23230
Phone: (804) 358-2103 Fax: (804) 359-6986
Hours:
Monday – Friday
7:30 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.

Visit our website for product and general information at
www.siewers.com
&
also on Facebook at Siewers Lumber & Millwork

Share with others. . . . . . .
If you know someone that would like to receive our “Siewers Newsletter”,
have them email me at laurenf@siewers.com and we will add them to our
distribution list.
….Next issue June 20th
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